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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is planning the migration of several lab environments used for software testing. An
assortment of custom tooling is used to manage the test runs for each lab. The labs use
immutable infrastructure for the software test runs, and the results are stored in a highly
available SQL database cluster. Although completely rewriting the custom tooling is out of
scope for the migration project, the company would like to optimize workloads during the
migration.
Which application migration strategy meets this requirement?
A. Retire
B. Re-platform
C. Re-factor/re-architect
D. Re-host
Answer: B
Explanation:
A: You cannot optimize workloads if you lift and shift.
C: You cannot modify the custom tooling.
D: This is not even an option.
Here you might make a few cloud (or other) optimizations in order to achieve some tangible
benefit, but you aren't otherwise changing the core architecture of the application.
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/enterprise-strategy/6-strategies-for-migrating-applications-tothe- cloud/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three categories are policy capabilities of onePK? (Choose three.)
A. local capabilities
B. global capabilities
C. platform capabilities
D. table capabilities
E. pipeline capabilities
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have been contracted by a local e-commerce company to assist with enhancing their
online shopping application. The application is currently deployed In a single Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) region. The application utilizes a public load balancer, application servers
in a private subnet and a database in a separate, private subnet.
The company would like to deploy another set of similar Infrastructure In a different OCI region
that will act as standby site. In the event of a failure at the primary site, all customers should be
routed to the failover site automatically.
After deploying the additional infrastructure within the second region, how should you
configure automated failover requirements?
A. Create a load balancer policyin the Traffic Management service. Configure one answer for
each site. Set the answer for the primary site with a weight of 10 and the answer for the
secondary site with a weight of 100.
B. Deploy a new load balancer in the primary region. Create one backend set for the primary
application servers and a second backend set for the standby application servers. Create a
listener for the primary backend set with a timeout of 3 minutes. Create a listener for the
secondary backend set with a timeout of 10 minutes.
C. Create a new A record in DNS that points to the public load balancer at the secondary site.
Create a CNAME for the sub-domain failover that will resolve to the new A record. Inform
customers to prepend the website URL with failover If the primary site Is unavailable.
D. Create a failover policy in the Traffic Management service. Set the IP address of the public
load balancer for the primary site in answer pool 1 Set the IP address of the public load
balancer for the secondary site in answer pool 2. Define a health check to monitor both sites.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
You can leverage Traffic Management Steering Policies to provide automated failover between
primary and secondary servers.
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